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April 1
We are travelling north by train to
Eihei-ji, one of the two mother temples
of the Soto sect, The other is Soji-ji
in Yokohama, Eihei-ji was originally
the hermitage of Master Dogen Kigen
(1200-1253) who picked this mountainous
place to live in so that only the most
ardent disciples would come to him for
instruction, Because of the height
here, there are still patches of snow
on the ground, even though it is April.

of Eihei-ji are expert cooks of shojinryori (sattvic) food, While we ate, a
monk entered the dining area and gave
us a talk on the practices at Eihei-ji
and how in general we should conduct
ourselves while here. We are to be
quiet in all our movements and speech,
not photograph the monks, be.J>n time
for all activities, and not strike any
of the drllllls or bells.

10 p.m.

April 2

\Je are settled in our quarters in
this sprawling compound. Eihei-ji, it
would seem, has become primarily a seat
of . administration and a place of pilgrimages rather than a monastery for
intensive religious introspection. The
architecture is both exquisite and
grand, but from what we observed and
heard during our stay, the monks' real
discipline is running the monastery',
seeing to the needs of the 200 or so
pilgrims who come every day (just overnight), and chanting sutras for the
dead, Tomorrow morning we will get up
at 3:30 to hear their chanting, which
is famous throughout Japan. We have
already tasted the food--also renowned
throughout the country--for the monks

''T!,a mind

A clanging hand bell and the muffled
sound of running feet woke us at 3:30
a,m. We arose, dressed and were ready
when a knock on our door told us to
come into the main hall, There a monk
led us, and all the other pilgrims in
this area of the monastery, to the huge
Butsuden (Buddha-hall), We shuffled
along behind him trying to keep our
straw sandals on. They obviously were
not constructed for large Western feet.
The monk hurried us along the quiet
halls and up covered pass~geways to
the Butsuden,
Our group was the last to enter, and
shortly after we had knelt with the
rest on the tatami floor a large bell
sounded and the monks (about 200 of
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jects, the most interesting of which
was the story of how he got into Zen.

them) began to enter single file from
the far end of the 100• x 200• hall.
They took their places, standing in
two groups on either side of the center
of the room. Next came eight brown•
robed senior monks surrounding the head
abbot, robed in red and gold. When tl1e
abbot was seated in a red- and goldlacquered chair in the center of the
hall, the monks began a memorial service. This ceremony, repeated three
times, once for each of the main groups
of pilgrims, contained several of the
chants intoned every morning at Arnold
Park: Dai Hi Shin Dharani, The Prajna
Paramita Hridaya, and the Four Vows
(except that we chant the last two in
English). They chanted other sutras
and dharanis as well, and during each
repetition of the ceremony they would
stand or sit alternately, or walk in
a line which wove an intricate pattern
in the center of the hall. (Later when
we saw Tansen-san in Kyoto he explained
that this line would have proceeded in
a circle had there been room for it,
and that it symbolized the monk's life
of peripatetic teaching.) The chanting
itself was deeper and richer than even
that of the Tibetan monks in Dharmsala,
India, and more closely orchestrated.

.~I
~
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His mother, a Shin Buddhist, died
while giving birth to him. She had
had a premonition of her death and had
prayed to the Bodhisattva Kannon to
protect her baby throughout its life.
Tangen-san had been made aware of this
in childhood, and throughout his life
had felt that his mother's spirit was
looking over him. Last year he fell
off the mountain behind his temple and
was caught by the only tree on the
precipice.
When he was about twelve years old
a deep questioning arose in him. Whenever he felt the wind or looked at the
sky he would ask himself, 11 What is
there deep down beneath the •surface'
of things?" When he would eat an
orange, for instance, he would not
think of its taste or color but would
wonder, "What is there? There is something I feel but don't understand. I
sense its presence but can't take hold
of it. 11 His inability to answer these
questions was a source of such increasing discontenoaent that he always felt
separated from people and things. As
an older teenager Tangen-san began to
listen to symphonic music, especially
music of Beethoven, Liszt and Bach. In
their works he found peace, harmony and
a feeling of oneness, but these feelings did not carry over into other
activities. The only exception was
when he was alone in nature. There he
found he could reach a similar sort of
calm. But with people he still encountered the same sense of estrangement. Since this sense of separation
extended even to his own family and
close friends, his mental pain was
intense. But it generated a strong
desire to overcome these barriers.

When it was concluded, after three
hours, we were given a quick guided
tour of Eihei-ji. We could see monks
in work crews washing the wooden walkways in the freezing morning air. They
were barefoot, and leaning forward on
their hands would push a wash rag at
amazing speed down the full length of
a hallway. It must have been their
only way to keep warm.
After a hurried breakfas't and some
picture-taking, we hiked down to the
village station and caught the train
to Kyoto, arriving at dusk.

At eighteen, during a vacation from
school, he was at a seaside resort in
Hakone where, alone, he climbed a small
mountain. On his way up he was overwhelmed by a sense of personal worthlessness, crying over and over to himself, "I'm no good. I'm no good. I've
done so much evil--1 1 m sorry, I'm
sorry." When he reached the top and

April 5
Ue have spent the l~st two days in
Kyoto visiting various temples and formal gardens, shopping for the Center
and talking with Sensei's friend the
monk Tangen-san, into the late hours
of the night. Our conversations with
Tangen-san ranged over various sub-
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shin under Harada Roshi Tangen-san
found that he believed everything the
Roshi said. "How .true, how true!" he
exclaimed to himself over and over.
At dokusan he asked the Roshi if he
could rid himself of his ego by doing
zazen. "Of course," was the reply.

looked over to the other side of the
mountain, a strong wind sprang up and
seemed to sweep away all his negative
feelings. He felt himself expanding,
and without thinking cried out his own
name in a loud voice several times.
Suddenly for a few moments he felt no
sense of opposition to the world.
Upon returning to school at the end
of his vacation he felt like a new person but was not moved to begin zazen.
Everything, however, even the smallest
pebble, seemed benevolent towards him.
He felt a protecting force all about him
which aroused in him great gratitude and
the ability to put himself fully into
everything he did. But best of all he
was able to relax more with other people.
Towards the latter part of World War
II he came of age for the military and
enlisted in the air force. He didn't
do so out of hatred for America. He
just wanted to protect those he loved.
He eventually volunteered for a Kamikaze suicide squadron. After l o ~
training the day for his first (and
last) flight came up. But just a few
hours before he was to take ·off word
came that peace had been declared. The
good fortune of this event hit him so
strongly that he vowed to devote his
life to saving others, and from that
day felt he was beginning a whole new
existence. At the close of the war he
was captured by the Russians, however,
and before being repatriated spent a
year in a Russian prisoner-of-war camp.
He was not treated harshly by his
guards, although his only clothes were
light-weight and there was little food
(one or two potatoes a day) in a cold
climate. He regards the event as one
which did him more good than harm.

One sesshin followed another. He
became a lay resident at Harada Roshi 1 s
monastery. But he was practicing too
strenuously. He would sit far into the
night on the mountain behind the monastery, and at one point made a practice
of going to a bamboo forest and tying
himself to a large bamboo, gripping
its trunk and roaring ''MU! MU! MU!"
("Too much ego" was his comment to us
about this manner of practicing.)
Slowly he lost energy and weight. Food
in post-war Japan was scarce and poor.
After two years a doctor told him to
stop zazen. Tangen-san was so weak he
couldn't even grip with his hands.
Pains would shoot between his heart and
ab,jomen. Sti 11 Harada Roshi told him
not to quit zazen, but merely do it
quietly without straining himself.
Tangen-san followed the Roshi 1 s advice,
as well as that of an older monk who
invited Tangen-san to return with him
to his mountain temple in the north.
This he did, coming back to the monastery for the six sesshin held there
annually.
A year passed. During this time he
could sit all he wanted to and gradually began to do 108 prostrations on a
daily basis. (In Buddhism, the human
mind is said to be clouded by 108 kinds
of defilement. Tangen-san 1 s prostrations were made to remove these defilements.) By the end of the year he had
developed real faith ("not in the head
--in the hara") and "naturally" became
a monk. And his strength had begun to
return.

Upon returning to Japan Tangen-san 1 s
desire to help others grew, but he
still could find no peace of mind. An
older friend suggested that he begin
zazen and he did so, attending three
~esshin at a nunnery whose abbess was
a disciple of Harada Roshi. After his
third sesshin the abbess said that he
should be practicing Zen among men and
should go to attend sesshin at Harada
Roshi 1 s monastery. At his first ses-

Another two years passed, five since
he had begun zazen. The June sesshin
was approaching and _this time he was
determined to break through. During the
sesshin he slept very little, sitting up
most of the nights. On the sixth night,
with the koan Mu still unresolved, he
hid a knife in the sleeve of his robe,
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Tangen-san with Philip Kapleau, Japan, 1954.
determined to do away with himself if
he did not get kensho by the end of the
sesshin. He sat up all night. In the
zazen period just before the morning
dokusan a monitor came up behind Tangen-san and whispered in his ear, "You
will surely get kensho at this dokusan. 11
Suddenly all of Tangen's doubts melted
away and the answer to his childhood
question came up with great force: "Yes,
there IS something!" As soon as he
walked into dokusan the Roshi smiled and
exclaimed "Wonderful!" Then he asked
Tangen-san a number of questions, all
of which he was able to answer promptly.
"But it was only a small kensho,"
Tangen-san laughed, and apologized to
us for telling such a "poor" story.
Tangen-san left Kyoto early this
morning to return to his home temple.
He awoke before we did and stole
quietly out. Sensei told us when we
got up that he (Sensei) had arisen at
about 2 a.m. to go to the bathroom and
had seen Tangen-san sitting in zazen
on his sleeping mat.

April 13

'

Last night we had dinner with Mr.
M., a member of Yasutani Roshi's zazen
group in Kamakura. Mr. M. is the number three man in the Kamakura group,
after the Roshi and Yamada-san, and
when both of them are out of town he
gives the introductory lectures on Zen
practice. He is also the chief monitor
at sesshins. Mr. M. was a submarine
and destroyer commander in the Japanese
Imperial Navy during World War II and
is presently attached to the Japanese
foreign office in a high executive
position. His whole demeanor is very
disciplined, and his large brown eyes
shine with a rare warmth.
The conversation quickly turned to
the Kamakura group. It is apparently
difficult to join. No neurotics (whatever that means) are permitted to JOln
and one must be a member for some time
to attend sesshin. Preference at sesshin is given to the most advanced
students. In a recent sesshin two
people got kensho. One was a boy, a

train to work he even does eye exercises to keep from having to wear
glasses! The effects of all this on
the man are evident. Although in his
fifties, his skin ~as a vibrant glow,
while energy and enthusiasm mark all
his actions.

high school junior, whose father had
told him he wouldn't be sent to college
unless he got kensho! The other was a
young widow whose husband had spent
sometime abroad and had come back in
a very disturbed state of mind. He
thought a sesshin would cure him so he
came to the last rohatsu sesshin (seven
days long and very strict), never having sat before. (The rohat~u sesshin
commemorates the Buddha's own enlightenment.) He must have pleaded convincingly to get past the entrance
rules Mr. M. said govern the Kamakura
group. After only a few days the man
"escaped" the sesshin, and then committed suicide. His wife came to the
very next sesshin "in his place in
order to . finish his sesshin," and came
to kensho.

/

April 7
Yesterday we travelled to the ancient Japanese capital of Nara, which
is an hour's train ride from Kyoto.
Apart from its ancient temples Nara
is famous for its deer-park, which is
located in the center of the city.
The small spottep deer who live there
can be petted and are so tame they
wander freely acros~ the street, traffic stopping to let them pass.
A short bus ride from Nara took us
to Horyuji, the oldest temple in Japan
and reputedLy the ol<lest wooden structure in the world. Its frescoes of the
Buddha's life were destroyed in a fire
several years ago but were reproduced
through the aid of photographs.and the
talents of Japan's finest painters.
Near Horyuji was a small modern temple
built to house Japan's ~irst national
-treasure, a wooden statue of Miroku
Bosatsu (the Bodhisattva Maitreya),
the future Buddha, carved in the
eighth century. Although we arrived
just after closing, the lady in charge
kindly let us in because it was our
only chance to see the figure. It
was magnificent.

Her determination reminded Mr. H.
of a sesshin he had attended last year
in Tokyo where the attending Roshi had
had a stroke but refused to stop · the
sesshin or quit himself. During the
first teisho after his stroke the Roshi
told the people attending about the
heart attack Harada Roshi had suffered
during a sesshin in April of 1931. The
heart attack was precipitated by the
death of Harada Roshi 1 s first teacher
shortly before that sesshin. Harada
Roshi also didn't quit the sesshin,
telling his students that it didn't
matter if he died during the sesshin,
or they did. The only important thing,
he said, was to get kensho. His example was so . inspiring· that twenty-seven
of the sixty people present got kensho,
which Mr. M. said was a record.

Last night we returned to Kyoto and
stayed overnight in a Japanese inn.
When we arrived we were served tea in
our rooms and given the use of the·
inn's Japanese bath. Pulling back the
covers on our beds we found asbestos
and wood-covered metal boxes containing
hot coals. They were Japanese bedwarmers. When we awoke this morning
(Hugh and I were in one room, .Sensei
and Bob in another), each room was
provided with bread, butter, jam and
tea--and an electric blue toaster!
Our landlady, a round cheerful grandmother, could be heard in other parts
of the house cheerily awakening other
guests.

Sensei at one point remarked how
healthy Mr. M. looked. we asked what
he did to accomplish this and he showed
us the exercise routine he does for
forty minutes every morning. Arising
at 5 a.rn., hem: s sages his limbs while
lying in bed to get them limber. Then
he goes to the toilet, brushes his
teeth and gums and rubs a cold damp
towel over the upper part of his body.
Next he performs several exercises and
yoga asanas. At 5:40 he sits in zazen
for thirty minutes, eats breakfast and
goes to work. While waiting for his
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April 8
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Tonight is the last night in Japan
for all of us except Sensei. We leave
by ship from Yokohama tomorrow, but he
will fly to the States in two days.
Tonight we had a farewell dinner with
Sensei's family and Kusunuki-san.

Today was the Buddha's birthday.
We visited Soji-ji (the other large
mother temple of the Soto sect) in
Yokohama to take part in the celebration. Mrs. Kapleau and Stuart
Shoemaker accompanied us. These festivities have become over the years
a ceremony for children. A statue of
the baby Buddha was set ~ut in a large
shallow dish on the veranda of the
large Butsuden. The children (as well
as the adults) would each take a ladle
of cold tea and pour it over the
Buddha's head. Then each would go to
a large table, place an offering in a
box in front of it, and put some powdered incense in an incense pot filled
with hot coals.

'

April 14
Sunset. Looking over the stern of
our ship you can see the Japanese
coastline and the orange globe descending in the ·distance. Stuart Shoemaker saw us off this afternoon at the
pier. Once out of Yokohama, the three
of us have dispersed to various parts
of the ship. Hugh's "up top. 11 I last
saw Bob unpacking his knapsack in the
cabin.

After taking part in the ceremony
ourselves we met an American girl in
her early twenties who was living as
a lay nun at Soji-ji. A year ago she
had left home and gone to Colorado to
live in the woods. One day some
Japanese walked into the clearing where
she had set up camp. One of t~em was
a head monk at Soji-ji. The girl,
named Bonnie, had never even heard of
Zen but after talking with the monk
for half an hour determined to go to
Soji-ji to practice Zen. She has been
here for several months.

The easy roll of the ship has an
almost hypnotic effect. The salt wind
clears one's head and there are few
thoughts except for the recollection of
something Sense.i said at dinner last
night:
our pilgrimage through these
I
countries has taught us as much about
the Buddhism emerging at home as about
the Buddhism in the East. America is
in a condition of ferment and_ ~ot merely economically or politically, but
spiritually. The aridity of power, as
he expressed it, has created a thirst
for meaning which, because of our en- .
thusiasm as a people, is probably
unequalled anywhere. He quoted an
Indian teacher he'd met several years
ago who said that the "spiritual center" had shifted from the East to the
West, and to the United States in
particular.

Bonnie showed us around Soji-ji.
While poking around we came to the laymen's zendo, where the monk in charge
was a man Sensei had known at Harada
Roshi 1 s monastery many years ago. The
monk was monitoring the zazen of a
group of industrial employees. Many
large corporations in Japan have a
policy nowadays, we were told, of sending new employees to a Zen .monastery
for a training period which may range
from a month to six months. The com~
panies find that the people become more
efficient and more cheerful workers
because of the experience. Judges in
Japanese traffic courts, Sensei told
us, also will often sentence "habitual
speeders" to a Zen monastery for an
. indeterminate period of time to· calm
their jittery n~rvei!

It would seem so. Except for the
handful of remarkable ,individuals
sing~ed out in this diary, the Buddhism and Hinduism we have seen was
expressed most vividly in the art and
a_rchitecture of the remote past. As
a people only the Tibetans seemed
possessed of real religious fervor,
yet even this lacked the vibrancy of
the questioning spirit so alive in
Alnerica today. This spirit all three
of us feel fortunate to be part of.
To \ all who made the pilgrimage possible
we gassho in heart~elt gratitude.

(This is the concluding segment of·a five-part Pilgrimage Diary.)
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LETTERS FROM A PRISONER

\

The following are excerpts from an ongoing correspondence between
Sensei and an inmate of the Philadelphia Prison who is serving time
for several convictions of burglary.

April 7, 1971
Dear Nr. Kapleau,
I wish to thank you for writing THE
THREE PILLARS OF ZEN. I became interested in Zen Buddhism about six months
ago--out of desperation, your book was
recorrmended as a starting point, and
since I was already read i ng D,T.Suzuki's
ESSAYS IN ZEN BUDD HI SH, your book was a
salvation of this interest: D.T.S,'s is
very difficult for a beginner, no matter
ho~ intelligent he may be!
Initially I had planned this to be a
detailed explanation of my situation and
aspirations, but after reading your book

just "MR. H. W., AN Ai.'1ERICAN CRIMINAL,
AGE 33" wi 11 be appropriate for the
present. As for my aspirations: to
dispel delusive thinking and discover
my true-nature.

My reason for writing this is with a
hope you will permit me in the future to
call upon you for advice and direction.
I have approximately 2 years or so yet
of confinement and during this time I
will be studying Zen and practicing
zazen without the direct guidance of an
experienced teacher.
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I sit in zazen every night and study
Zen literature at every opportunity. My
interest and enthusiasm seem to be contagious, other men come to me questioning and requesting information in Zen
methods and practice. This disturbs me
since I am only a student myself, but
to all I recommend your book as a start.
I've found that there are many young
men, such as myself, who recognize the
waste of their lives--through crime,
etc. These aren't men who just began
a life of crime; most, including myself,
have been through the judicial system a
few times. A religion such as Zen Buddhism which aims and teaches Self-realization, is not readily available in a
prison environment, in fact, prison
officials do not even recognize it as
a religion!
I have had absolutely no formal
training in Zen Buddhism: yet I do have
a good grasp of comprehension, especially in literature. Therefore, I
believe my aspirations are at the third
level. Unfortunately the fourth level
is beyond me under my present circumstances; I intend to remedy that when
I can. ·
Thank you for the time you've spent
reading this and thank you again for
your wonderful book.

*

*

*
May 7

Dear Sensei,
••• I have purposely refrained from
attempting to make my letters to you-these last two replies anyway--a burden
or full of questions (and I have many).
I am aware that you must be very busy,
also in some ways, I think I'm just a
little bit afraid of some of the answers
you might give me! My practice and
study is daily, although I only sit in
zazen at nights, usually after 11:00
p.m., timing myself by the patrol of the
guard every half hour approximately.
Mostly I count my breath, a few times .
I've tried to concentrate on the palm
of my left hand--1 don't have much difficulty with this; last night howe~er,
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I tried to center it in my hara; I
wanted to smash the wall or the picture
of Buddha framed in front of me, because
I had absolutely no success whatsoever.
I only related the above to demonstrate in some way the extent of my
desire to free myself from my EGO, and
to thank you for your interest and the
great help to my practice you supply-just existing.

*

*

*
June 27

Dear Sensei,
••• Religion has never been more than
a minute part of my life, and only then
because my mother, a Scotch-Irish immigrant, was a devout Catholic and had
her children' educated in Catholic school.
As a child the Catholic confession served
the purpose of the forgiving father who
relieved me of my sins and ignorances;
as I matured in age, but not in virtue,
this faith-forgiveness no longer possessed its healing potion. Psychology
now stepped in to give an intellectual
(again forgiving) explanation of my
antisocial, abnormal behavior. I realize that to rely upon external forms
of forgiveness is a crutch--the axel
of the wheel of suffering--which I have
limped through the remembered part of
my life with.
I know that you are aware that anyone
who tries to transform his life has to
go through a struggle, no matter what
his circumstances are. Initially my
zazen seemed to go well, my studies consistent and no noticeable development of
bad habits--lately this is not the case.
My Ego must realize that the practice
and study of Zen will, if I continue, in
time will destroy IT. Therefore I must
try harder.
Ny contributions aren 1 t much, bu·t I
wish to be a part of th~Rochester Zen
Center and this is all I can contribute
at this tirne--1 only earn .50 cents a
day. I have a deep and sincere desire
to study Zen under your guidance: This
is how you might be of help to me.

*

*

*

I~-

'.

. .· .r' •·

September 12
Dear Sensei,
Before you acknowledge or answer my
letter of last month, I thought 1 1 d convey the following. As I explained, this
sentence expires next month and I have a
fair c~ance of going to the state prison,
rather than being released. In that
event, I will request, when I get there,
solitary confinement (I'm positive I can
attain this).
From my own experience in practicing
Zen I find one of the disturbing factors
is my relationship with many of the men
I've known for years, and who know me,
as well as the general character of the
prison population. Those who know me
think I'm joking; those who don't, think
I'm sick; and those who are interested
in Zen, believe it can be practiced like
other religions--on Sundays!

"

After reading your book and putting
into practice its teaching I found an
expansion of awareness: thoughts and
actions which I normally did not conJider--or if I did, were hours apart-I gradually became cognizant of. Until
I was aware of 10% of what I said and
did; but because of my immaturity (Ignorance), I permitted myself a compromise, i.e., rationalizing, knowing

that without a teacher and the aid of
the sangha, progress would be slow and
difficult, therefore, I 1 d wait until I
was released.
But I may not be released for another
couple of years yet, and I will be
housed, fed and clothed during that period, so I will take advantage of the
opportunity to devote myself entirely
to study and meditation. Of course,
there is always the possibility that the
authorities will not condone this action
(or inaction as they might see it),
these difficulties, I can cope with.
Why am I bringing this to your attention? It can be considered as a psychological ploy of the unconscious on the
conscious/or whatever it is that keeps
me from being whole/; also, since I sincerely desire to be one of your pupil,
student, or disciples/or whatever term
is proper/, you may consider this a vow:
AS LONG AS I AM IN PRISON 1 SHALL REMAIN
SILENT AND IN SOLITUDE DEVOTING ALL
ENERGY TO THE VANQUISHING OF IGNORANCE
AND THE ATTAINMENT OF ENLIGfilENMENT.
Please excuse the overabundance of
words, and thank you.

*

*

*

FROM ZEN MASTER YASUTANI

... Suppose one is sentenced to jail. This is an effect of a previous action.
How one chooses to accept the situation, however, is up to him. He may have
a change of heart and become law-abiding or, as an old offender, tell himself to be more careful and not get caught the next time. On the other hand,
he may make his jail his spiritual training center by practicing zazen and
reading good books. Obviously his attitude toward his confinement will
greatly alter its effect upon him.
Fatalism ••• is a misconception of the Buddhis t law of causation. Nothing
is fixed .•.• Man and his environment are not separate and apart. One's situation is not ordered by either gods or devils but is a natural consequence
of one's own actions. We express ourselves by thought, speech, and action
even though we are unaware of the meaning of good and bad . These actions
echo within us and influence our personality. When our attitudes change,
our circumstances likewise change ••••

--from an article quoted in THE WHEEL OF DEATH
edited by Philip Kapleau

MEMBERSHIP IN THE CENTER
Because of the ever-growing problem
of over-crowding, the Center has finally
been forced to stop accepting new members, whether local or out-of-town.
What may seem like a drastic move is
the only realistic one in view of the
Center's dizzying growth to over 500
members at present--a phenomenon that
has resulted in members routinely doing
evening zazen in the basement and the
library because all . three zendos are
full, in the use of an amplification
system for some of the Zen talks, and
in the ever-increasing difficulties of
getting to dokusan and sesshins. While
it won't solve all of these problems
overnight, cutting off membership for
an indefinite period of time will allow
the Center to reassess its priorities,
activities, and present membership in
order to encourage the further develop•
ment of a strong and integrated Zen
community. In other words, when the
dust settles down we'll be better able
to see where we 4re.
In the meantime 1 non-members who want
to learn about Zen will not be cut off
from the Center entirely. The monthly
Zen workshops at the Center will continue, as well as Sensei's out-of-town
workshops and lectures. The Center is
also working to strengthen its out-oftown sitting groups and affiliate Centers
in addition to developing "satellite
zendos" in Rochester, so that non-members
who wish to practice zazen with more experienced members of the Center will be
able to do so. (At present there are
groups in Toronto; Ann Arbor; Cleveland;
Kingston, Ontario; Boston; Miami; Denver;
St. Petersburg; and Binghamton, N.Y. If
you wish to do zazen with one of these
groups, write to the Rochester Center
for more specific information.)
The search for additional buildings
in the city is being intensified, the
most pressing problems being zendo space
and housing for residents and staff mem-

bers. Seven of the participants in the
October-March staff program are living
in the home of a Center member who has
graciously retreated to the third floor
for the duration! The Center's Meigs
St. house and the main building and
garage at 7 Arnold Park are also filled
with residents and staff members--and
still not everyone can be accommodated.
Only when the Center is able to adequately serve the dedicated members it
already has will it be possible to
"open the doors" again to new members.
ALL-DAY SITTINGS
All-day sittings are now held twice
a month at the Center and are becoming
increasingly popular with members.
While an all-day sitting is not like a
sesshin, it can be excellent preparation
for sesshin. In fact, new members are
required to participate in at least one
full all-day sitting before attending
sesshin.
Members may come and sit at the beginning of any period of the day, but
are urged to stay for at least one twohour segment. Those coming for the
whole time must bring their own lunches
if they wish to eat at the noon hour.
All-day sittings provide an excellent
opportunity for out-of-town members to
do zazen with the Rochester Sangha.
Those taking part may wish to remain
silent during the entire day, as we do
at sesshin, but it is also quite all
right to talk quietly during the breaks
with Rochester members about other aspects of Zen training here.
Thos~ who are planning to come from
out of town should call in advance to
make sure the sittings will be held
as scheduled, as they are sometimes cancelled for special events. The dates
of the all-day sittings for the rest of
the year are November 14, November 28
and December 19.
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